How Data Quality Determines AI Fairness: The Case of Automated Interviewing
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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) supported job interviewing, i.e., one-sided automated applicant interviews assessed by AI-based systems, presents itself as a new mainstream solution in hiring, promising to be more efficient and effective than human recruiters, but also fairer and more objective. Selecting this technology as an illustrative case, we focus on a central element in the development of fair AI: the issue of (training) data quality (DQ). ML models with unsuitable, biased, or erroneous training data is a major source of bias in AI-based applications and therefore potentially discriminatory, unfair outcomes. However, DQ is often cast aside as one of many technical factors contributing to the overall quality of ML-based systems; this approach runs the risk of understating its crucial relevance. We select salient issues along the technology lifecycle to take a detailed look at the interrelation of fairness and DQ, illustrating how both fairness and DQ must be understood in a broad sense, taking into account normative considerations beyond technical aspects, to facilitate desirable outcomes such as the promotion of diversity, the prevention of discrimination, and the protection of workers’ rights.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) supported job interviewing presents itself as a new mainstream solution in the human resources (HR) industry. Combining machine learning (ML) techniques such as speech-to-text and text-clustering, these products and services promise to be more efficient and effective than human recruiters, but also fairer and more objective. Fairness concerns linked to the development and use of this technology have been discussed from ethical and legal perspectives, considering the increasing use of such systems in the European Union (EU) and simultaneously emerging regulatory frameworks, most famously the EU AI Act draft [9]. We argue that these discussions often neglect a central element when negotiating the development of ethical AI: the issue of (training) data quality (DQ). With a case study approach, we analyze automated job interviews to center DQ and show how other DQ dimensions directly impact — and often determine — the fairness of AI-based systems. This short article summarizes research based on the analysis of public information available about three companies offering automated interviewing — HireVue², Knockri³, and myInterview⁴ — as examples to
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assess the technology and its implications, particularly in view of the use within the EU.  

2. Background: Fairness in Automated Job Interviews

Automated job interviews, i.e. one-sided structured behavioral interviews with applicants that are recorded in front of a computer camera without human recruiters present, are increasingly being addressed in scientific debates [13][14][17][18][22]. Given the ubiquity of job interviews in conjunction with the time, cost, and effort that go into them, automating this process has disruptive potential for the HR industry [6]. The technology largely relies on language recognition in the shape of speech-to-text transcription and Natural Language Processing (NLP), the computational analysis of speech. Candidates are evaluated and ultimately scored or ranked for human recruiters who can base their further decisions on this automated assessment. A central claim of (semi-)automated hiring is that AI systems are less prone to bias than human recruiters, whose decisions might be unconsciously influenced by stereotypes or even consciously swayed by discriminatory behavior [7]. Given that these technical systems depend on human input and on data stemming from often discriminatory social contexts, AI applications can, however, reproduce existing biases and automate them [2][8][21]. This bears a risk to perpetuate existing job market discrimination toward women, racial minorities, and other marginalized communities [13][16][20]. The concept of discriminatory bias increasingly dominates discussions about real-world implications of AI involving data about human beings [19], with the term AI fairness or algorithmic fairness describing statistical methods intended to mitigate or eliminate these biases. Given the highly context-specific nature of fairness metrics and their dependence on different notions of fairness and societal values, historical and structural power dynamics must be taken into account when negotiating AI fairness [15].

3. Centering Data Quality

Well-established computer science DQ criteria typically include dimensions of accuracy, completeness, redundancy, readability, accessibility, consistency, usefulness, and trust [1]. Wang and Strong [23] additionally differentiate between intrinsic, contextual, representational, and accessibility aspects of datasets. Based on the growing importance of ML applications, recent attempts tailor DQ dimensions to the application field of ML [4]. Training ML models with unsuitable, biased, or erroneous training data can lead to unfair, inaccurate, and unsafe models and therefore low-quality downstream applications. The EU Agency for Fundamental Rights [10] defines training DQ as a central pillar of preventing discrimination and other unintended damages caused by AI technology. However, DQ is often viewed as one of many technical factors contributing to the overall quality of systems; this approach runs the risk of understating its essential relevance. This is all the more crucial given that the AI Act proposes several requirements for the fairness of training data for high-risk AI systems, which an interviewing system would be classified as: relevance, representativity, freedom of errors, and completeness. These criteria seem to be informed by the computer science literature on DQ which means they will likely become more critical for datasets that are meant to be used within the EU.

Considering the various DQ dimensions found in the literature, we analyzed information provided by the aforementioned automated interviewing platforms in the context of potential fairness concerns. Given the limited scope of this short contribution, in the following sections we will summarize a selection of salient issues to demonstrate the interrelation of DQ and fairness.

3.1 Dataset Design and Data Collection

Especially for datasets used to train models meant to assess populations with diverse socio-cultural origins and backgrounds, as is the case for hiring purposes, ensuring DQ begins before the actual data collection with the specification and documentation of use cases and target groups, for example in the
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5 HireVue is already in use in the EU by companies in Germany, France, and the Netherlands, see: https://enlyft.com/tech/products/hirevue, accessed 08/05/2023.
6 According to Art. 6 para. 2 AIA in conjunction with Annex III no. 4 lit. a) AIA.
7 According to Art. 10 para. 3 sen. 1.
form of datasheets [11]. Training data used for application processes should represent the anticipated language variations of the target population(s), i.e. future job applicants in the respective geographical and professional areas the system is intended to operate in. Furthermore, if training data for hiring purposes only includes certain types of industries, job roles or experience levels, the resulting system might not be able to evaluate deviating backgrounds accurately. Involving HR experts or social scientists who can research and specify target populations can thus be beneficial to avoid insufficient coverage and ensure representative, balanced, and diverse training data.

But for all analyzed companies, we observe a lack of transparency regarding the original training data; crucial DQ questions – such as the composition of datasets, when they were collected and by whom – thus remain unanswered. Available information about test datasets used to evaluate the performance of HireVue’s system shows a lack of people over the age of forty and makes no mention of including people with disabilities; this potentially indicates insufficient coverage of these groups which can lead to discriminatory biases and therefore an unfair treatment of individuals and groups during the assessment [2].

3.2 Labeling and Annotation

Quality flaws of labels and annotations, connected to the DQ dimensions of accuracy and objectivity, are another major source of discriminatory bias when human actors introduce their own – conscious or unconscious – social and cultural biases into the data [19], for example due to differing perceived ground truths. Automated interviewing algorithms are typically trained with pre-labeled interview data, but only provide vague information about who labels them; for instance, the myInterview website reads "our machine learning models learn from our team of diverse psychologists across the world"8 without providing concrete information regarding specific training or demographic and geographic backgrounds.

Connected to this issue, the working conditions, employment status or salaries of labelers – a “blind spot” [12] of AI ethics which has recently started receiving more attention [24] – are not disclosed by the analyzed companies either but can significantly impact the overall labor quality and thus result in incorrect or inconsistent labels, which can introduce biases if they remain uncorrected and lower the overall reliability of the model. These factors also influence fairness in a broader sense: can a hypothetical bias-free and fairness-calibrated system truly be “fair” if those who labored for its training data were treated unethically? Can it be considered societally acceptable to use training data whose labeling has been remunerated with wages far below the EU minimum threshold?

3.3 Post-System Deployment

DQ concerns do not end with system deployment. Since biases often become apparent when systems are in active use, models require monitoring and, if biases are discovered, additional, potentially more diverse, balanced and representative training data. Systems can also continue learning during their use.9 This on the one hand means they can potentially improve their accuracy for groups which were not sufficiently represented during training, but also that new biases can be introduced during operation, emphasizing the need for continuous monitoring and evaluation.

Particularly if the technology is used on target groups that models cannot be sufficiently trained for, rigorous post-deployment monitoring to detect limitations and offering accommodations to those who cannot be assessed fairly might present the best practice. An example in the context of automated interviewing are people with disabilities – especially those with disabilities impacting speech and thus their responses in an automated interview setting – an inherently heterogeneous group which AI-based systems currently cannot reliably recognize and categorize [5]. For instance, HireVue works around this issue by offering disabled candidates certain accommodations such as longer response times for interview questions and the option to directly contact the business which conducts the interview.
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9 Knocks. myInterview and HireVue all utilize candidate data to improve their services, which likely includes the use to further train the models: "[...] we use certain personal data, such as User Profile Information, Video Data [...] for our own purposes, such as improving and enhancing our platform and Services.". https://www.myinterview.com/privacy/#privacy, accessed 10/05/2023.
4. Discussion

Our analysis underlines the intrinsic interconnections of DQ dimensions and fairness regarding AI-based applications in a hiring context. DQ remains relevant in all technology development stages from dataset design to post-deployment and often directly determines how bias-free and therefore fair systems can be. It is furthermore of crucial relevance regarding the legal compliance of automated job interviewing within the EU by means of the General Data Protection Regulation and anti-discrimination directives.

Transparency can be viewed as a prerequisite and bottleneck in this regard: given the lack of transparency regarding, for example, dataset composition and collection, the claimed efforts of automated hiring companies to address ethical and legal fairness concerns can only rarely be externally validated. This starts with simple issues such as a lack of information or contradictory statements on websites, for example regarding if body language is analyzed or not (myInterview), as well as missing resources such as reports that cannot be downloaded (Knockri). While HireVue publishes the most extensive amount of information about its systems compared to its competitors, it still misses out on detailing important DQ considerations that could considerably increase corporate accountability and public trust in the technology. Taking the described issue with modeling disability in ML systems as an example, comprehensively explaining why there is a lack of people with disabilities in training data and why systems cannot (yet) reliably and fairly evaluate these individuals could increase public understanding of ML-based technology and acceptance of alternative workarounds.

DQ and fairness must both be understood in a broad sense, taking into account normative considerations beyond technical aspects, to facilitate desirable outcomes such as the promotion of diversity, the prevention of discrimination, as well as the protection of workers’ rights. Based on the insights of the study, we propose further research into scenarios beyond the discussed case of recruitment and into data synthetization, which provides both considerable opportunities and risks regarding the DQ and fairness of datasets.
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